The last theorem now is a special case (k = l) of the following theorem.
Theorem I. For any a, c, and g prime to a, and any k^l, every integer can be expressed in infinitely many ways as a sum of (4*+l) values of the (2k+l)th degree polynomial in x
for integral values of x.
Furthermore we deduce :
Theorem II. For any g and c, and any ¿=1, every integer can be expressed as a sum of 4* values of the (2*+l)/Ä degree polynomial in x
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Proof. Let yp(x, k) be the ( = E C2*,2i<Kx + A -2/) + E C2*,2i-i<K-x -A + 2/ -1)
It is obvious that S(x) is the sum of C2k,o+C2k,i+ • ■ • +C2k,2k = A-k values of the polynomial <b(x). Furthermore, for any integer x we have vol. 41 (1935-1936) 
